
The ErgoSheet™ is the only repositioning device
designed by caregivers for caregivers. Constructed
from a patented nylon material, the ErgoSheet™
assists caregivers in repositioning a patient in bed.

• Easily reposition a patient in bed

• Effortlessly turn a patient in bed

• Ergonomically inclined handles to assist in 
“No Lift” maneuvers

The Caregivers’ Repositioning Solution

ErgoSheet ™



Cleaning Instructions
The ErgoSheet™ can be wiped clean using a mild agent or machine washed and dried per label instructions.

Important!
• Please ensure that the ErgoSheet™ is packed away or hung up after use in order to prevent people accidentally slipping on
them.

• The ErgoSheet™ was not designed to be left directly under the patient. However, in the case where there is a need for long
term patient positioning in bed it may be possible, based on a clinical evaluation and with proper supervision of the patient,
using an interface such as a cotton sheet, to leave the product under the patient.

• Please check the ErgoSheet™ regularly and replace immediately if sheets show signs of wear.
• The ErgoSheet™ has not been designed to lift patients.

Important Prior To Usage
This brochure is only a guide, as alternative methods may be used for patient handling. We strongly recommend that your
facility administrator or risk manager review and approve all protocols used for safe patient handling. Prior to using any equip-
ment, be sure to check for signs of wear to ensure proper functionality. When using the ErgoSheet™ for the first time, prac-
tice with a fellow caregiver until you have a level of comfort with the product.

General
The ErgoSheet™ is an ultra-low friction ergonomically inclined device, which aid caregivers in moving or positioning patients
while encouraging good posture without causing undue stress to either the patient or the caregiver.
The ErgoSheet™ was not designed to, and must not be used to lift patients. This repositioning device also encourages patients
to help themselves whenever possible.

Visit us online at www.ergosafeusa.com to see our full line of ergonomically designed products.
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